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Themed days and events have 
provided inspiration for an 
incredibly wide range of 
articles in Speak Out. From 
changing your diet to taking 
on an unusual hobby, this 

(now 8 page!) edition is packed 
full of ways to celebrate your 

individuality and try new things.

On page 7, for example, Bebhinn takes 
the opportunity of St Patrick’s Day to honour her 
Irish heritage and discusses the importance of 
taking pride in our diversity. And on the subject of 
diversity, why not discover the experiences local 
Gypsies and Travellers have had with hate on page 
6, and see how to make our community a more 
accepting place.

These special dates in the calendar also prompt 
us to try something new. The month of January 
gave Kruti the chance to try Veganuary. If you’d 
like to find out more about what she’s learnt 
and see what our readers think about a Vegan 
diet, you can read her article on page 2 – it 
will certainly provide food for thought! You can 
also find out about World Book Day activities in 
Melissa’s article, which is a great way to get into 
reading.

Another benefit of themed events 
is that they enable us to unite with 
others, striving to achieve ambitious 
goals. Imogen reflects on the London 
Marathon on page 5, as well as what her 
hobby of running has taught her. However, 
physical challenges are not always the most 
difficult to master. Josh’s ideas about Shelf Help 
books on page 4 prove a great read, as Speak 
Out helps Harborough library to spread the news 
about books that can help you through stress, 
anxiety and depression.

Also inside: facts about things you’ve always 
thought have been right but aren’t from Callum,  
an article all about World Voice Day by 
Liliana, an interview with a female 
protester, and a quiz that will show 
you once and for all what festive 
day you are!

In short, it’s clear that themed 
days and events can inspire us 
to be adventurous, try new things, 
and celebrate shared culture. But have 
we missed something? Is there a date that’s 
important to you? We’d love to hear from you and 
publish your ideas in the next edition!  
Email: libby@hcyc.org.uk with your thoughts.

By Zoe Callow & Bebhinn Tankard

SPRING 2017

In honour of national doodle day check out our cool doodle background designed by  Liliana Veneziale & Imogen James



Vox Pops
By Josh Evans 
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I’ve never been very good at sticking to my New 
Year’s resolutions but, having signed up to partake 
in the Leicester Vegan Challenge this year, I was 
determined to give ‘Veganuary’ my best shot! 

After a few days of sifting through the ‘ingredients’ 
section on all packaging, I started to get the hang 
of making sure that I knew what was in my food - 
but that didn’t stop my half-asleep, hungry self from 
accidentally reaching for the semi-skimmed first 
thing in the morning! 

As well as providing us with helpful information 
packs and hosting meet-ups, the Leicester Vegan 
Challenge provided each challenger with a ‘vegan 
mentor’.  I was paired up with Sue Daniels, who 
actually started up and ran the Leicester Vegetarian 
& Vegan Group for 13 years (before moving to 
Australia), helping raise thousands of pounds for 
many different animal charities. She has lived on 
a vegan diet for many years, so was able to share 
some great tips and advice with me, as well as a 
range of really yummy recipes! 

Overall, I think my 31 days of supposedly gruelling 
discrimination-against-dairy went surprisingly 
smoothly! I soon got into the habit of saying “No 
cheese, please!” when eating out, and heading 
straight to the Oreo section when in the biscuit 
aisle quickly became second nature!  I found that 
many of my favourite foods were already vegan, 
and those that weren’t could be swapped and 
substituted fairly easily! 

Whilst I 
welcomed 
the challenge, going 
completely vegan may be 
a difficult prospect for a lot of people, but 
veganism isn’t about ‘all or nothing’ – we can all 
do our bit to eat more ‘ethically’ in different ways; 
perhaps you could try to eat vegan/vegetarian food 
on certain days or for certain meals, or just cut 
down on the animal products that you consume 
without completely giving them up?  Even simply 
making sure that the eggs and meat that you 
eat are free range is a great step towards ‘eating 
compassionately’ and making the world a better 
place!

veganuary
By Kruti Pabari

 Some of the reasons that people may decide to go 
vegan: 
For the environment: Animal agriculture is responsible 
for 18 per cent of the total release of greenhouse 
gases worldwide (which is more than all the cars, 
trucks, planes, and ships in the world combined).
For the animals: Over 56 billion farmed animals are 
killed every year by humans! 
For health: Vegan living often reduces the intake of 
saturated fats, cholesterol and animal hormones 
whilst increasing the intake of fresh fruits and 
vegetables, so can help reduce the risk of cancer, 
diabetes, obesity, and heart disease.

Vegan milk alternatives I tried!
Soya milk, Almond milk, Cashew milk, Hazelnut milk, 
Coconut milk, Oat milk, Rice milk, Hemp seed milk. 
My favourites are cashew, rice and oat milk - all three 
are quite naturally sweet and fairly creamy! I’ve also 
found that soya milk makes for fantastic chocolate 
milk!

I’m already a Vegan
Yes, I’d like to try to be a Vegan
No, I don’t think I could be a Vegan

Have you ever wondered if you could become a vegan? The idea of killing animals for food is not an image many really like to think about, but when we asked 71 people, the results we received were quite surprising. Check out what we found!

i love all  
the animals,  
but i love meat

I’m already a vegan 

and it’s not that hard, 

you can still eat loads 

of the food you like

“It would be difficult, 
but I would be up for 
having a go”

COMMENTS FROM 
READERS ABOUT 
VEGANUARY



On March 8th, it was International Women’s Day and the 
theme for 2017 was “Be Bold for Change”. This is a global 
day celebrating the achievements of women – but it’s also 
about trying to increase gender equality and decrease 

the pay gap. In many countries, it’s even a 
national holiday! The day has been observed 
since the early 1900s, when protests for 
female equality and the vote became more 
internationally widespread – the first recorded 

celebration of the day was in Northern Europe in 1911.

Although some people may feel that International Women’s 
Day is less significant than it used to be, women around the 
world don’t necessarily enjoy the same freedoms that we 
do in the UK.  Girls worldwide are less likely to be educated, 
more likely to be married at a young age and more likely 
to experience violence because of their gender. Even 
now in developed countries, women are less likely to hold 
leading positions in Government or businesses. And recent 
publications in the UK have found that women are still likely 
to experience sexism and harassment.This all shows that 
we still have a long way to go before women feel equal and 
safe in our society. Hopefully, one day we won’t need an 
International Women’s Day, but until then, it’s important to 
keep improving equality and education for women across 
the world.

Be Bold for Change
By Bebhinn Tankard

A voice. By definition – ‘a sound produced by a person’s 
larynx and uttered through the mouth’, but what does 
having a voice really mean? To many, a voice is a platform 
to becoming recognised, a tool through which our thoughts 
and opinions can be expressed and essentially, a way to 
be heard and listened to. Sharing our opinions through 
communication has become a vital part of everyday life 
and conveying our ideas through debates, speeches and 
conversations is a fundamental way to achieve this. However, with the rise of social media, it is now much 
easier to express our opinions behind a screen and effectively, speak our mind without physically saying 
anything. This means that the true importance of having a spoken voice is becoming less clear.     

Every year on April 16th World Voice Day takes place; a worldwide event dedicated to the 
celebration and recognition of the power of our voice. The event organisers aim to share 
the excitement of many aspects, including voice science and the vocal arts, by arranging a 
global series of talks, to be broadcasted in real time and a performance from a global choir 
(among many other events). 

In honour of World Voice Day, stand up, be heard and unlock your voice! 

Why not make your voice heard through Speak Out magazine like we do? If you can -  
Join the team on a Thursday early evening in Market Harborough or send us your articles and ideas.  
Email Libby: libby@hcyc.org.uk to find out more.

By Liliana Veneziale 
Unlock Your Voice 

Women-led March -
Interview with a Protester

On Saturday 21st January, people in 
cities all over the world protested about 
human rights, LGBT rights, racism 
and other issues, but particularly over 
women’s rights. The rallies were aimed 
in part at Donald Trump following his 
inauguration as President of the United 
States, because some feel his views 
are misogynistic (against women). I 
interviewed Ifat Sultana, who took part 
in the Women-led March on London.

What made you want to march?
A friend invited me to join her on the 
march in London, and I thought it was  
a great cause.

How important is the ability to 
protest to you?
It’s very important to show unity and 
solidarity against social wrongdoings.

What was your favourite part of  
the march?
My favourite part was seeing how 
massive a crowd there was who felt  
the same (way as I did), and meeting  
up with friends.

What was your favourite sign/ 
banner, and did you make one?  
What was your favourite chant?
Favourite sign: a woman wearing an 
American flag headscarf, (symbolising 
that) America is all cultures and all 
people. 
Favourite chant: “Build bridges not 
walls!”

mailto:info@hcyc.org.uk


Do you ever have issues that you would like to know 
more about, for instance your general wellbeing and 
self-esteem? Or maybe you have anxiety or an eating 
disorder which you want to try and get rid of?

Well, if this is the case Shelf-help books, created by 
the organisation Reading Well and in association with 
the NHS, Reading Agency and County Council, could 
hugely benefit you.

Shelf Help books can help you cope with the pressures 
of life, feel better about yourself, find who you really are 
and boost your confidence using a variety of books, 
which ever interests you most.

The Reading Well books have been chosen by young 
people and health experts, so they will have had the 
same experiences as you and they understand how it 
affects your wellbeing.

Throughout the books, memoirs and graphic novels you 
will find helpful information and possibly life-changing 
advice. Hear personal stories about dealing with 

feelings such 
as depression, 
stress and being 
bullied. Also, 
the graphic 
novels give 
you a different 
insight on each 
individual issue.

All the books on the Reading Well list offer many ideas 
to help you understand and manage your emotions. As 
well as reading the books, it is most effective if you seek 
help from a health professional or doctor. 

You can find out the whole list of books using the 
website below:

www.reading-well.org.uk/books/books-on-
prescription/young-people-s-mental-health

www.twitter.com/leicscountyhall

www.www.facebook.com/yourlibrary

So what are you waiting for? Look out for the books 
in a Library near you today, they are free to borrow and 
you can take them home every day!

By Joshua Evans

Shelf-help

The ‘Write’ to Read
World Book Day took place on the 2nd March. Across the country, 
schools marked the event through book fairs, book exchanges, or themed 

assemblies. If you didn’t get involved this year, don’t worry! Here’s a few 
ideas about how you could take part in next year’s celebrations.

Write something. Be inspired by World Book Day to put pen to paper (or 
fingers to keyboard) and create something unique. It could be a short story, a poem, or even a 
novel of your own! For an extra boost, visit the World Book Day website, where you can find great 

advice on writing from some of your favourite authors.

Swap a book with someone. We all have a book somewhere on our shelves that we’ve realised just 
isn’t for us. Or, you may own a book that you’ve outgrown. Don’t let these books collect dust and go to 
waste! Find a friend or a relative and offer to swap some books with them. This way, you’ll get to refresh 
your bookshelf without having to spend a penny and you could find some incredible books which you 
wouldn’t have picked up otherwise.

Host a fancy-dress party. Dressing up is a firm favourite in celebrating World Book Day, 
particularly in primary schools- but that doesn’t mean secondary school pupils can’t enjoy 
it too! Invite some of your friends over and dress up as your favourite book characters. 
This is a great way to get to know books you’ve never heard of, as well as getting to 
know something different about your friends.

No matter how you celebrated World Book Day, enjoy discovering something new 
about the wonderful world of reading every day.

By Melissa English



I know the temptation 
when you come home 

from a busy day of 
education to watch a brand-
new video on YouTube or 
check the latest gossip on 
Twitter. According to surveys, 
teenagers keep themselves 

occupied for hours and hours 
through different types of social 

media. Whether it’s keeping up 
with friends or updating your 
Instagram account, most people 
our age are constantly using 
their phones as access to social 

media. I’m not saying it’s awful 
– in fact, I believe social media can 
bring pleasure to many people around 
the world. However, this can come at a 

considerable cost.

Clinical psychologist, Dr. Catherine Steiner-Adair, 
says: “Kids are missing out on critical social 
skills [because of social media].” I suppose she’s 
right because, whilst texting and communicating 

online can be beneficial and convenient, facial 
expressions and body language become invisible.

The other large downside to social media is 
cyberbullying and unfortunately it’s becoming 
more common. If you are being abused 
through social media, you might have to stop 
communicating with that person or maybe have a 
break. It could really help you! 

Studies show that GCSE and A-Level students 
who use Facebook regularly after school receive 
lower overall grades. It’s amazing how much more 
you can achieve if you discipline yourself from 
using social media every day. Although it is your 
choice how you use social media and what you do 
online, take the time to think: “Do I really need to 
watch this video or look through these profiles?”

For more information on teenagers being affected 
by social media, check out these websites below!

www.wehavekids.com/parenting/social-
network-to-teens

www.childmind.org/article/how-using-social-
media-affects-teenagers/

  Anti-Social  
Media? By Josh Evans

Life's a Marathon, not a Sprint
By Imogen James

Last April, 37,800 people toed the line at 
the 2016 London Marathon - the largest 
number of participants ever. But why? 
Why pound the streets of London on 
the day and put in countless training miles 
beforehand? Why run alongside people dressed 
as ketchup bottles and nondescript D-list 
celebrities? Well, first of all it’s for a great cause, 
as you can make a difference by supporting any 
charity of your choice. Secondly, as weird as it 
might sound, running is fun. As an avid runner, 
you may think I am biased but after a quick jaunt 
around the park, you’re left wanting more...

Most people begin training for the London 
Marathon in December, building up miles during 
the long dark evenings. It takes a huge amount 
of willpower to get out there, especially if it’s 

miserable weather! Over the course 
of the next few months, the runs (and 
the days) get longer. Finally, when Spring 

arrives, running in the lighter evenings seems 
much more enjoyable. Come marathon day, 
everything falls into place and thousands of 
spectators line the streets to cheer runners on. 

We can apply marathon strategies 
to life by remembering that 
progress comes with time. 
April is a time of new 
beginnings; whether 
you’re beginning a 
marathon or even a new 
hobby, remember that it’s 
always worth it in the end.

Dropping a penny from the top of the Empire State Building will not give it enough  

velocity to kill a person if it hit them on the head, or even to crack the pavement.



Hate crimes are any act whereby people are 
discriminated against, based on that person’s 
disability, race, religion, sexual orientation or other 
differences. Hate incidents aren’t always crimes but 
can feel like crimes to those who are targeted and can often 
escalate to create other tensions in the community. We are 
aware that Gypsies and Travellers in the Harborough District 
have experienced unfair treatment, due to their ethnicity. We 
interviewed many local Gypsies and Travellers about their 
experience of hate incidents, including acts of verbal abuse, 
offensive jokes, harassment, physical assault or intimidation 
from others. We hope this article spreads awareness 

of how common these incidents are and the 
potential impact they have on the local 

Gypsy/Traveller community.

By Bebhinn Tankard

Kealey:
Do you feel like hate 

incidents are dealt with?

Not always, this is not taken 
seriously by the police, and it would  

not be reported because nothing  
would be done.

How have these incidents  
made you feel?

Upset, low in confidence,  
like a lower-class  

citizen.

Bridget: 
Do you think you have 

experienced hate crime or a 
hate incident? Was it towards you/

somebody you know? 

Yes, I’ve been turned away at restaurants 
who say “we’re full” when they clearly aren’t. 
We can see they’re empty and then we ask: 

“What about that table?” and they’ll say  
that it’s reserved! It feels like the only  
reason they’re saying no is because  
we’re Travellers. Then you end up 

getting upset and angry which  
starts off an argument.

Chantelle: 
Do you know what a 

hate incident is?  
Are they dealt with? 

Yes, and I’m used to them.  
It’s a part of life. Accept it.

 How have these incidents  
made you feel?

 Embarrassed (because) they 
happened in front of other  
people. I’m a Christian and 

wouldn’t act like this 
towards others.

 
Lilly: 

How have these 
incidents made  

you feel? 

Like I’m unimportant, 
nothing, worthless!

Kaylie:
How have these 

incidents made you feel?

I feel sad and depressed  
about who I am.

How does it impact your  
children and other young  

people in your community?

It makes us feel  
isolated.

Stamp Out 
Hate Crime

Your skin becomes wrinkly when immersed in water for a long time  

because of an automatic nervous reaction, not because it absorbs water.

Theresa:
 Do you think you 

have experienced hate 
crime or a hate incident? Was it 

towards you/somebody you know? 

Yes – both. The whole family has. I was 
barred from a pub and when I asked 
why, the lady said, “Because you live 
down there!” (on a Travellers’ site). 
They were having a fun day at the 

pub with bouncy castles and I 
wasn’t allowed to take my 

children. 

If you’re affected by Hate Crime or  
witness an incident you can report it here:  

www.stophateuk.org/hate-crime-awareness-week/



March 17th, St. Patrick’s Day. Flags hang up in 
our living room windows, traditional music blares, 
badges are pinned to jackets and schoolbags. 
Across the sea, my cousins enjoy a national 
holiday, celebrating with parties and parades. 
But St. George’s Day is on April 23rd – and I only 
found that out for this article.

Unlike many other countries, in England we don’t 
seem to celebrate our patron saint or the flag he 
represents. I knew that St. Patrick led the snakes 
from Ireland, but not that St. George slayed a 
dragon. Why don’t we make a big deal of it here?

Perhaps it’s because of what the flag of St. George 
has become. As a symbol used by certain groups 
to spread racism or hate, it has some negative 
connotations. Maybe it’s because of history –the 

Irish have a unique 
culture and St. 
Patrick’s Day allows 
us to celebrate 
this, whereas the 
English, perhaps, don’t 
embrace traditions with the same enthusiasm. Or 
it could be because in Ireland, St. Patrick’s Day is 
a national holiday, whilst in England St. George’s 
Day is just another day of the week.

As someone with dual heritage, there are aspects 
of both nations that I’m proud of. We shouldn’t be 
afraid to embrace our culture because celebrating 
your background doesn’t mean you’re against 
diversity. Whether we use our saints’ days or not, 
we should be conscious of where we come from 
– because your heritage shapes who you are.

By Bebhinn Tankard

March 26th, British Summertime began. 
It’s the day we’ve been waiting for and 
I couldn’t have been more excited. 
The whole notion of Summer being 
an actual season is thrilling. The ironic 
part is the fact that British ‘Summertime’ 
begins in March. The month when you’re 
contemplating Spring cleaning, BAM! Here 
comes British Summertime like a squirt of 
sun cream in the eye (which is both dazzling 
and unexpected). The month where we are still 
recovering from those January/February colds, 
and giving in to turning down the central heating 
a notch. 

Nevertheless, summertime is a word we are 
familiar with in Britain, although we only catch 
a rare glimpse of ‘summer’ for about 7 days of 
the year. And in those 7 days, boy do we soak 
up the sun. Afternoons are spent making 
futile attempts to pump up the paddling 
pool (which has a hole in it from last year) 
and dabbling in the art of sunbathing 
without becoming a lobster. 

However, there is 
something nice about the 

clocks going forward. The 
evenings are lighter, so you can feel more 

productive than you actually are.  Many of us 
put our clocks forward without thought, but 
some people believe that Daylight Saving Time 
has more costs than benefits. For example, 
traditional dairy farmers say that it makes 
collecting milk from the cows a challenge, as 
their body clocks are shifted. In a survey of 
Americans, 37% of people said that they didn’t 

see the point in Daylight Saving Time at all. 
But what do you think? 

Whatever your view, putting 
the clocks forward gives us 

something to look forward 
to, despite the fact whenever 

you look out of the window, 
all you can see is grey skies. It 
reminds us that sunnier days are 

ahead and that even if you can’t see it,  
the sun is behind the clouds.

SOAK UP THE SUN
By Imogen James

IS it ok to be patriotic?

Chameleons do not change their colour to match their surroundings. They can change 

colour, but their hue is based on their emotions rather than used for camouflage.



Are you looking for something to  
do during the longer evenings?
Join the team at Speak Out! Do you want to make 
your voice heard? So, come on in and share your 
ideas! Email info@hcyc.org.uk to join in

Join the 
team at How to have 

Your Say

We love to hear your feedback on the magazine,  
and as always, Callum has sent in some  
feedback on the last issue. Here’s what he had to say…

Callum thought that the Winter Edition was one of 
the best issues we produced so far, and he couldn’t 
find many points of improvement. On the front page, 
he suggested that we put the web address as a QR 
code (which we are in the process of doing), so keep 
a look out for that! We always aim to make the edition 
accessible on and offline. 

But what do you think? - If you want to have your say, 
send your opinions to Libby@hcyc.org.uk

By Imogen James

Some articles in Speak Out 
are kindly sponsored by the 
Harborough District Community 
Safety Partnership.  However, 
all views expressed are those of 
members of the Speak Out Team.

WHICH SPECIAL DAY ARE YOU?
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